Remote measurement of the leak around the uncuffed tracheal tube: objective measurement and physical characteristics.
We have developed a technique for measuring a characteristic of the tracheal tube (TT)-trachea interface: the leak conductance (LC). This study aimed to validate the technique in the laboratory and to compare LC with measurements of fractional volume loss (FVL) in neonates undergoing mechanical ventilation. LC, expressed as leak flow at a lung pressure of 10 cm H(2)O, was derived remotely from ventilator pressure and flow signals. Validation was by simulating breathing circuits for 10 models in which LC was measured directly. LC was compared with FVL for different settings of PEEP, inspired pressure, and time at plateau pressure. Clinically, LC was measured for 135 infants admitted to paediatric intensive care after cardiac surgery and compared with FVL. No significant differences were found between direct and remote laboratory measurements of LC (P>0.05). FVL varied with PEEP, plateau pressure, and time at plateau (P<0.05) but LC did not (P>0.05). The between-patient standard deviation (sd) of LC (0.4 litre min(-1)) exceeded the within-patient sd of lc (0.05 litre min(-1); P<0.05); the between-patient sd of FVL (22.1%) exceeded the within-patient sd of FVL (1.3%; P<0.05). The median LC was 0.38 (inter-quartile range 0.29-0.46) litre min(-1). LC was correlated with FVL (r=0.82; 95% confidence interval 0.76-0.88) but wide ranges of FVL were observed for patients with similar LC. LC can be derived remotely and was correlated with FVL, a conventional proxy for tube fit. It may be a better measure of TT fit than FVL.